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ABSTRACT

Following the joint source and channel coding paradigm, we
propose in this article an application controlling strategy to
allow fast adaptation of multimedia transmission to the im-
pairments of an IP wireless network. To this purpose, a semi-
analytical prediction algorithm of the video stream perceived
quality of service (PQoS) expressed as the end-to-end distor-
tion (EED) is introduced, that takes into account the distor-
tions due to the diverse treatments of compression, transmis-
sion and decoding for a group of pictures (GOP) subject to an
imperfect communication channel. This algorithm allows to
define the parameters providing the best perceived quality at
the receiver side in terms both of compression and optionally
of error correcting redundancy insertion to minimise the error
impact with a GOP adaptation rate, as demonstrated by the re-
sults presented for H.264/AVC streams transmitted in various
channel configurations.

Index Terms— Optimised video transmission, cross-
layer approach, wireless communication, joint source/channel
coding, H.264/AVC.

1. INTRODUCTION

The delivery of digital content has being researched to pro-
vide the end-user better services and quality almost since its
beginnings. Indeed, the IP packet-based transmission mode
naturally leads to random losses in streams, which may affect
the multimedia end-user perceived quality, while the possibil-
ity to rely on feedback channels leads to the problem of delay,
despite the possible priority based solutions [1].

Offering the best quality of service to the end-user im-
plies evaluating as accurately as possible the EED over an
error prone channel. But while estimating the compression
distortion is easy, as all information is available to the en-
coder, the estimation of EED is more difficult, as it depends
on factors such as the transmission channel that are causal
and not known at the encoder side. Nevertheless, many solu-
tions have be proposed to estimate it, and define optimisation
approaches to improve the perceived quality, from earlier
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solutions aiming at adapting a stream at different pre-defined
compression rates [2] to more elaborate rate-distortion (RD)
prediction models [3], ultimately including error protec-
tion [4][5] [6][7][8].

In this article, we present an algorithm using a low com-
plexity semi-analytical EED derivation based on [6] approach
and show how it can be used to control from the application
level the distortion and throughput of H.264/AVC [9] streams
transmission over an imperfect channel.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the
considered transmission chain design principles. Section 3
details the application controller algorithm, and the derivation
of the EED. Thanks to an abacus-driven calibration, including
a “test & trials” phase to ensure that the semi-analytical for-
mula is finely attuned to the stream being transmitted at the
current moment of adaptation, the derivation complexity is
low, and yet accurate. Section 4 presents examples of the ex-
perimental results that can be obtained with this controlling
solution, and explains the interest and possible usage for real
systems. Finally, conclusions are drawn in Section 5.

2. TRANSMISSION CHAIN DESIGN PRINCIPLES

Figure 1 presents the transmission chain considered in the pa-
per, and outlines the key element called application controller
which is in charge of driving the application layer operations,
i.e. the source encoder (or data server) and the optional pro-
tection insertion module meant to combat effects of trans-
mission over imperfect channels. Corresponding data and re-
dundancy are then encapsulated for transmission over an IP-
based network within RTP packets that are transmitted over
an UDP-Lite/IPv6 socket directed towards the receiver side
through the communication link model, and followed by the
converse operations of IPv6/UDP-Lite/RTP decapsulation at
the receiver side, with optionally the error correction decod-
ing stage to combat errors due to the communication link, be-
fore the final operation of video decoding. Based on the qual-
ity of service provided by the transmission channel and its
EED and throughput values prediction algorithm, the appli-
cation controller sets the parameters to be used by the source
encoder and error protection module to obtain the best possi-
ble PQoS for the end-user and/or meet throughput targets.

Our aim being to operate transparently over IP wireless



networks, the controller does not modify nor interact with the
lower access layers, except to collect their offered quality of
service, represented by the couple (bitrate, error probability)
offered above the link layer. While this quality of service may
vary with time, it is considered as an input value, and is not
negotiated specifically by the application. Nevertheless, the
controller could be expanded to also control the lower layers,
if desired.
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Fig. 1. Transmission chain principle.

3. APPLICATION CONTROLLER OPTIMISATION
ALGORITHM

The considered concept of the application controller algo-
rithm was initially introduced in [6] together with a semi-
analytical expression of the EED D̂gop obtained for an
H.264/AVC group of pictures IPN of length N + 1 after
it has been transmitted over a memoryless erroneous channel
with bit error event probability 1−Pc. As shown in [6], D̂gop

takes into account both distortions due to the compression and
the channel imperfections. It is expressed depending on com-
pression distortion D0, respective length ni of the different
frames of the GOP, and expressions of the different distor-
tionsDlossi

observed when the ith P-frame of the GOP is lost
while the previous frames were correct. Taking finally into
account numerical corrective factors βi modelling the video
sequence (limited) resilience (β0 ' 0.75, βi ' 0.85, i > 0),
we have:

D̂gop =
N∏
i=0

P βini
c .Do+

N∑
i=0

[ i−1∏
j=0

P βj .nj
c .(1−P βini

c ).Dlossi

]
(1)

Corresponding throughput is consequently expressed as
follows for a GOP of duration t seconds:

T̂gop =
N∑
i=0

ni/t (2)

In [6], the approach relied on the complete a priori knowl-
edge of the multimedia data streams to be transmitted to
derive the different coefficients of equation (1). Such a
knowledge being in practice highly improbable, we show
hereafter that only a minimal knowledge on the encoder is
in fact necessary to derive the distortion and throughput, and
consequently apply application controlling in realistic sit-
uations. This minimal knowledge consists of compression
abacus curves (see Figure 2) drawn for the considered video

encoder to express its compression efficiency (throughput,
i.e. length information on the GOP and its Intra frame) and
resulting quality (expressed by objective metric such as the
Peak Signal to Noise ratio (PSNR), i.e. distortion infor-
mation) vs. considered quantization parameters. In order
to limit the number of abacus, we enforced in our simu-
lations a specific rule linking the quantization parameters
(QP) for the different frames types (I, P and B (if used))
by a unique QP parameter, taken in the following equal to
: QP = QPI = QPP − 2 = QPB − 2. Derived off-line for
different standard reference video streams, these abacus can
then be used by the controller as models of the compres-
sion algorithm performance to derive the values necessary to
equation (1), i.e. lengths ni and distortions Dlossi

and D0.
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Fig. 2. Abacus curves examples: bitrate QCIF 15Hz (a) and
PSNR CIF 30Hz (b) curves vs. QP for H.264/AVC videos.

For a given abacus curve, D0 is naturally obtained from
the quality abacus, while GOP total length ntot =

∑N
i=0 ni

and Intra length n0 are obtained from the throughput aba-
cus. Approximation based on experimental observations and
knowledge of compression algorithm principles leads us to
propose the complementary following expressions:

Dloss0 = 10
Dlossi = Dloss0 + i/N × (D0 −Dloss0)∀i > 0

ni = (ntot − n0)/(N − 1) (3)

Derivation of equation (1) coefficients being explained
with the abacus curves, remains to determine the adapted
curves at each control step. As shown by the algorithm
flowchart in Figure 3, the controller operates first based on
previous step/initial settings, then launches compression pro-
cess and corresponding quality estimation. The obtained
results (in terms of throughput and distortion) are compared
with prediction and either adopted if they fit within accept-
able margins (typically 10% of bitrate) or processed by the
controller to determine the new reference curve it should use
to relaunch the compression process. After a limited num-
ber of trials (typically 3 trials for a reasonnable complexity),
the algorithm converges and best settings are used for real
transmission.

It must be pointed out that other RD curves could be
used for our on-the-fly calibration and consequent control-
ling algorithm. Typically, more complex models such as
those of [3][5] or simplified models such as [10] which uses
residual complexity of intra-pictures to estimate the type of
content, from which the RD curve to use could be deduced.
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Fig. 3. Flowchart for application adaptation through ”partial
and trial” abacus driven algorithm.

4. SIMULATION EXAMPLES

In our experimentations, the communication link is a band-
width unlimited wireless channel, corresponding to an op-
tional additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) insertion, the
video encoder is the x264[11] real-time H.264/AVC encoder
and systematic convolutional error correcting codes are con-
sidered as in [6] (similar results were also obtained with
Reed-Solomon codes). Beside a first test with the well-
known ’Foreman’ sequence, we consider in the following a
concatenation of different ITU-T sequences, created to alter-
nate complex and more simple scenes. The so-called ’Mixse-
quenceCIF’ video is a compilation of 9 ITU-T CIF at 30
Hz reference sequences, for a total of 2730 frames (’Akiyo’,
’Children’, ’Container’, ’Foreman’, ’Hall Monitor’, ’Mobile
Calendar’, ’Mother and daughter’, ’Stefan’, ’Table tennis’).
For QCIF resolution, the sequences ’Carphone’ (third place)
and ’Trevor’ (last place), representative of low rate mobile
applications were also added, leading to the ’Mixsequence-
QCIF’ compilation of 11 ITU-T QCIF at 15 Hz reference
sequences for a total of 3360 frames.

Let us first illustrate the accuracy of the semi-analytical
quality estimation obtained with equation (1) when using
abacus prediction and equations (3) expressions. Figure 4
presents the PSNR quality obtained for ’Foreman’ QCIF
15Hz first GOP, and compares these results to the experimen-
tal values obtained with the real compression process. As
can be seen from the figure, the prediction is quite accurate
and justifies our abacus-based quality estimation. The results
also highlights the fact that the theoretical formula is neither
a lower or an upper bound, but an approximation, which
explains why some results can be better than the theoretical
ones. Interestingly, the abacus used by the algorithm for this
prediction is not ’Foreman’ but ’Akiyo’, which reflects the
fact that our prediction is really based on the current GOP
and not on an average behaviour of the transmitted sequence.
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Fig. 4. Comparison of prediction vs. experimental results for
’Foreman’ sequence, first GOP, QCIF 15 Hz.

Let now consider the efficiency of the throughput con-
trol algorithm, in the case where the channel condition are
very good (corresponding to a minimal protection decision
for our convolutional codes). Figures 5 and 6 present the ob-
tained variation of throughput with respect to time for MixSe-
quence CIF video sequence, and the corresponding PSNR
variation for a network target fixed to 300kb/s (corresponding
to 270kb/s for the data before encapsulation), with a toler-
ance margin of 10%, derived over a sliding windows to com-
pensate for eventual peaks. Figure 5 shows the limited num-
ber of 3 trials is sufficient for almost all control step to re-
main within the tolerance margin, and shows a final average
throughput of 263.78kb/s only at 2.5% of the target.
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To better illustrate the interest of the algorithm, let con-
sider now a case where the throughput evolves with time. We
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Fig. 6. Results for ’MixSequenceCIF’ sequence, for a target
of 270 kb/s and perfect channel: quality evolution.

use for Figures 7 and 8 a throughput pattern obtained from the
ICT WiMAGIC project, that models the evolution of MAC
throughput offered by a WIMAX radio access in mobility
conditions. Beside this throughput evolution, we have also
added in the simulation an emulated variation of channel, with
equivalent signal-to-noise ratio Es/N0 going from bad (2dB)
to good (8dB) and average (5dB), with changes time instants
illustrated by the arrows above the x-axis).
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Fig. 7. Bitrate variations for a WiMAX user profile.
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The available throughput for the application and the cor-
responding achieved throughput evolution obtained through
application controlling is given in Figure 7, while the cor-
responding quality evolutions before transmission and at the
receiver side are given in Figure 8. It can be observed first
that the throughput target here again is meet with remarkable
accuracy, despite the quick throughput variation, and the ad-
ditional variation of the wireless link quality. Secondly, it
must be noted that except in two occasions, corresponding
to channel quality degradations, that cannot be anticipated
by our causal algorithm, the remaining error rate due to the

radio access is completely taken care of by the application
controller. The quality variations naturally evolves in relation
with the bitrate constraints, but without any dramatic quality
fall drops that would be unacceptable for a system. This is
very important to mention, as a streaming UDP or even TCP
based system without adequate rate control would generally
result in loosing packets either due to congestion or excess of
transmission delay. In such cases, the quality drops can be
very important, and of course problematic for the end user.

5. CONCLUSIONS

An application control algorithm to drive efficiently H.264/AVC
transmissions over IP wireless network is presented in this
paper. This method relies on a semi-analytical expression
for the end-to-end distortion due to video transmission over
an error-prone channel, and on a calibration thanks to an
iterative usage of pre-calculated abacus modelling the used
video encoder performance. The algorithm was shown to be
able to adapt extremely quickly (typical adaptation rate being
one GOP) to both throughput and error probability evolutions
due to the transmission channel. Future works include the
adaptation of this algorithm to scalable video schemes, but
also to limited bandwidth channels.
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